## Picture Books
- Summer is Summer by Phillis Gershator (J P GERSHATOR)
- Ice Cream Summer by Peter Sis (J P SIS)
- Summer Days and Nights by Wong Herbet Yee (J P YEE)
- Mama is it Summer Yet by Nikki McClure (J P MCCLURE)
- Summertime in the Big Woods : adapted from the Little house books by Laura Ingalls Wilder by Laura Ingalls Wilder (J P WILDER)
- Mermaids on Parade by Melanie Hope Greenberg (J P GREENBERG)
- Mermaid Dance by Marjorie Hakala (J P HAKALA)
- Zoomer’s Summer Snowstorm by Ned Young (J P YOUNG)
- The Summer Nick Taught His Cats to Read by Curtis Manley (J P MANLEY)
- Watermelon Day by Kathi Appelt (J P APPELT)
- Where are you? by Sarah Williamson (J P WILLIAMSON)
- Totally Polar by Marty Crisp (J P CRISP)
- Pond Walk by Nancy Elizabeth Wallace (J P WALLACE)
- Fun in the Sun by David Catrow (J P CUTROW)
- The Very Lonely Firefly by Eric Carle (J P CARLE)

## Fact Books
- Summer by Terri DeGezelle (J 508.2 DEG)
- Summer birds : the butterflies of Maria Merian by Margareta Engle (J 595 BUTTERFLIES ENG)
- The Summer Solstice by Ellen B. Jackson (J 394.26 JAC)
- The longest day : celebrating the summer solstice by Wendy Pfeffer (J 394.26 PFE)
- The unforgettable season : the story of Joe Dimaggio, Ted Williams and the record-setting summer of ’41 by Phil Bildner (J 796.357 BIL)
- The Rainbow and You by E.C. Krupp (J 551.56 KRU)
- Fireflies by Kristina Leaf (J 595 FIREFLIES LEA)
- Who Likes the Sun? by Etta Kaner (J 523.7 KAN)
- What will Grow? by Jennifer Ward (J 575.6 WAR)
- What will Grow? by Jennifer Ward (J 575.6 WAR)
- The William Hoy story : how a deaf baseball player changed the game by Nancy Churnin (J 796.357 HOY CHU)
- Mosquitoes by Jonathan Kavetz (J 595 MOSQUITOES KRA)
- Secrets of a Vegetable Garden by Carron Brown (J 635 BRO)